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Small businesses across America are struggling to stay afloat due to the impact of COVID-19,
and millions are expected to fail.1
Unfortunately, many small businesses were unable to access the Paycheck Protection Program
(PPP). Our nation’s largest banks have been accused of steering limited PPP dollars to their
richest clients, shutting out many local businesses.2 Minority-owned businesses are especially
struggling to access PPP and other forms of credit.3
I am concerned that this is opening the door to even more predatory actors looking to profit from
the pain of small business owners. Today, the Federal Trade Commission is charging
Yellowstone Capital with misleading borrowers about key financing terms and withdrawing
funds that the company was not even owed. This follows an action last month, when the
Commission charged Richmond Capital Group with targeting small businesses with illegal
financing and collection practices.4
As the Commission proceeds into litigation in these matters and further studies this market, I
hope that we will uncover additional information about business practices in this opaque
industry. In particular, we should closely scrutinize the marketing claim that these payday-style
products are “flexible,” with payments contingent on the credit card receivables of a small
business. In reality, this structure may be a sham, since many of these products require fixed
daily payments, and lenders can file “confessions of judgment” upon any slowdown in payments,
with no notice or due process for borrowers.5
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This raises serious questions as to whether these “merchant cash advance” products are actually
closed-end installment loans, subject to federal and state protections including antidiscrimination laws, such as the Equal Credit Opportunity Act, and usury caps.6 The stakes are
high for millions of small businesses.
Predatory lending is not the only area where the FTC has a critical role in combatting harms
targeting small businesses. In fact, the Commission has a long list of responsibilities. For
example, Congress has entrusted the FTC to ensure that businesses, like local stores and
restaurants, have choices when it comes to processing debit card transactions, so that they aren’t
gouged with fees.7 The agency is also responsible for policing markets for anticompetitive
mergers and conduct, which can block small businesses from even getting off the ground.
The FTC also has unique responsibilities in the franchise market. Many small businesses in the
United States are structured as franchises, and a disproportionate number of them are minorityowned. There are a host of troubling trends and practices in this market, including reports of
franchisors engaging in practices that disadvantage their own franchisees.8 The FTC can tackle
these practices through its authority under the FTC Act, as well as through its administration of
the Franchise Rule, which is currently under review.
Across the board, it is critical that the FTC do everything in its power to ensure fairness for small
businesses and new market entrants. Today’s lawsuit against Yellowstone Capital is an important
step. The FTC will need to build on this work to ensure that our markets are serving small
businesses, not exploiting them.
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